Fitzgerald
Cause #4 - The French and Indian War

The French and Indian War - Key Ideas
Introductory Video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aHKVwezBmYY

Using the reading, complete the following ideas.
Questions

Dates?

Key Ideas

Additions
From 1754 to 1763

France and Native Americans
Sides?
versus
Britain

In what area of North
America did the
conflict begin?

Describe the three
areas of conflict
between France and
Britain that are clearly
visible on the world
map.

Started in
Ohio River Valley

Major Areas of Conflict
seen on the world map
North America
Europe
India

France was winning as
the war begins.
What did England’s
Prime Minister do
turn things in favor of
Britain?

To change the course of the war and help Britain win,
England’s Prime Minister . . .

borrowed money
and

sent 20,000 more troops.
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Britain gained a
massive amount of
territory in North
America by winning
the war.

Land in North America obtained by Britain by winning the
war From France Canada

List the three regions
gained.

and
Land between
the Appalachian Mountains
and the Mississippi River
From Spain Florida

The fighting didn’t
end when the war
between Britain and
France ended.
Explain
who was still fighting
and
why they were still
fighting.
War is the most
expensive thing a
nation can do.
Britain had spent a lot
of money and the
continued fighting
was causing them to
continue to spend
more money.
What two things did
Britain have to do to
stop this loss of
money?
and
What did Britain do
to accomplish each?

Who was still fighting Native Americans
Why they were still fighting to stop British colonies from settling on their land

Britain must Stop the costs
●

To accomplish this, Britain
outlawed any movement of colonists
onto Native land
in Ohio

Repay debts
●

To accomplish this, Britain
started taxing the colonists directly

These actions ended any positive relationship the colonies had with Britain.
Video - “French and Indian War Changes Fate of America” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ktkw7iSITkc
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